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Knife cover

Posted by Jdee - 01 Dec 2011 07:56
_____________________________________

What I'm using when I have to be away from a project for a few mins.
Don't want one of My Parrots landing on a blade
Jdee
============================================================================

Re: Knife cover

Posted by babo - 10 Dec 2011 13:52
_____________________________________

yea; got careless and got bit. &quot;Barely&quot; had enough super glue. Had to push a tooth pick in
the tube and pull out a drop. Otherwise it would have been a trip to the ER. It blows my mind that
doctors these days won't even stitch up a small cut or wound. shit happens, smoke rolls.

I've had my WEP for about a week now and I can say it was worth the wait and the price. I'm almost
done re-profiling all my sharp pointys; at least those that I can. I've got a Napalese Gurkha Kukri that
wont fit in the vise and one or two that the geometry of the blade does not hold it well enough. I'm
thinking about making a couple of kydex or maybe rubber vise covers for flat grinds. And I've got a
recurve I haven't done yet.
============================================================================

Re: Knife cover

Posted by Jdee - 10 Dec 2011 14:37
_____________________________________

I had mine for just a few weeks and really like it!
Did an Old Buck knife for a buddy and Got two nice big packs of venison the next day
for the little bit of work. Gotta love it
I bought what I thought was a pair of Fillet Gloves but there was just one in a pack
now I gotta order another one haha. they are really for friends that want to try the system out,
or if I get something odd in that I keep having close calls with..
Jdee
============================================================================
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